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Adams, Keith and Kim submitted by Keith Adams (1)
Allred, Albert submitted by Jane Allred Hawks (2)
Allred, William Sam submitted by Jane Allred Hawks (3)
Amburn, Sr., Eldridge Washington and Ila M.Hayes submitted by D. Amburn Holder,
Patsy Johnson Amburn (4)
Amburn, Sr., Children of Eldridge W. and Ila M. Hayes submitted by D. Amburn Holder,
Patsy Johnson Amburn (5)
Anderson, Columbus Franklin and Cora Alice Draughn submitted by Gerry Ackerman (6)
Anderson, Kathryn Midkiff submitted by Kathryn Midkiff Anderson (7)
Atkins, Coley submitted by Lura Atkins York (8)
Atkins, James "Jim" Robert submitted by Gracie Marie Marion Atkins (9)
Atkins, Descendants of Marshall Calloway Atkins submitted by Deretha P. Norman, E. Lendon
Norman, Jr., Irene Norman Collins, Jamie Collins Powers (10)
Atkins, William H. submitted by Linda Atkins Marion (11)
Atkins, William Oliver submitted by Linda Atkins Marion (12)
Axsom, Samuel David submitted by Larry Earl Axsom (13)

Badgett, Burl William submitted by Lillian B. Kirkman (14)
Badgett, Early Grover submitted by Lillian B. Kirkman (15)
Badgett, James and Descendants submitted by Ann Badgett Stewart (16)
Badgett, Sam and Mattie submitted by Ann Badgett Stewart (17)
Badgett, William Roscoe submitted by Emily B. Taylor (18)
Bailey, Gladys W. submitted by LaDonna N. McCarther, Carol M. Burke (19)
Barber, Edgar William submitted by Ginger Freeman Shores (20)
Barker, Daniel Banner and Tisha Galyean submitted by Claude Haynes (21)
Barker, Hilery and Elizabeth Golding submitted by Wilma Jarrell Hiatt (22)
Barker, Jeremiah and Susannah Galyean submitted by Betty Jarrell Cardwell (23)
Barker, Leander and Louisa Collins submitted by Betty Jarrell Cardwell (24)
Barker, William Allen and Celia Golding submitted by Claude Haynes (25)
Beamer, Jacob (Place) submitted by Mildred Beamer Matthews (26)
Beamer, Terry Fulton and Nancy Isabel Hampton submitted by Nancy Beamer Hiatt (27)
Belton, Ewell and Mary Simmons submitted by Agnes Mosley Wells (28)
Belton, John Browder and Sarah Deatherage submitted by Agnes Mosley Wells (29)
Belton, Phillip Ewell and Frances Ruth (Gates) submitted by Vella Belton Moseley (30)
Belton, Sallie Lou submitted by Iris Moseley Harvey (31)
Bennett, Henderson and Sarah Whittington submitted by Edna Bennett Hodges (32)
Bingman, Darius Raleigh submitted by A. B. Stewart (33)
Blackwood Family (Nathaniel Harrison Blackwood) submitted by J. C. Folger (34)
Blalock Sr., John Henry Blalock and Rebecca Fulk Blalock submitted by Rebecca Fulk Blalock (35)
Boaz Family (Thomas Boaz I) submitted by Mrs. Jo Jones Adams (36)
Boaz, Shadrach and Isabella R. submitted by Jo Jones Adams (37)
Bolt, Mary Charlotte Wright Hicks submitted by Sharon J. Kellam (38)
Bowman - Collins (Charlie Norwood Bowman) submitted by Barbara B. Welborn, Marisa
Tolbert (39)
Bowman, Virgil and Gracie Melissa Goins submitted by Darlene Bowman Coleson (40)
Boyles, Daisy Virginia Bullington and Doc Luther submitted by John Roy Bullington, III (41)
Boyles, Everett Carl submitted by Jane B. Edison (42)
Boyles, James and Sally Bennett submitted by Eva K. Armstrong (43)
Boyles, Max Franklin and Kathleen Bailey submitted by Sarah Boyles Khleif (44)
Boyles, Robert William submitted by Patricia Isaacs Freeman (45)
Boyles, Samuel Edney (Sam) submitted by Ronald Boyles (46)
Boyles, Samuel Edney (Sam) Descendants submitted by Ronald Boyles (47)
Boyles, Vestal Irving and Emma Hudspeth submitted by Carolyn S. Boyles (48)
Boyles, Walter Franklin submitted by Jane B. Eidson (49)
Boyles, William B. and Anna Spainhour submitted by Carolyn Boyles (50)
Brammer, Sue submitted by Sue Brammer (51)
Branch, William Claude and Lina Mae Brindle submitted by Eileen B. Kidd (52)
Branch, William Fletcher and Nannie Lee Atkinson submitted by Eileen B. Kidd (53)
Brindle, John Fletcher submitted by J. B. Brindle (54)
Brindle, Rufus and Ethel Haynes submitted by Mac B. Branch (55)
Brinkley, Tom and Annie submitted by Thomas Edwin Brinkley (56)
Brown, Boyd K. and Hattie Lou Hawks submitted by Emma Brown Brooks (57)
Brown, Hubbard and Elizabeth submitted by Flora Ann Brown "Polly" Nixon (58)
Brown, Johnnie C. and Mattie Holder submitted by Claude Lee Brown (59)
Bryan Sr., Francis submitted by Delwood S. Jackson (60)
Bryant, Caswell Walker and Sarah Elizabeth Cockerham submitted by Connie S. Miller (61)
Bryant, James Pleasant "Pleas" and Margaret Olivia "Levie" Isaacs submitted by Connis S. Miller (62)
Bryant, James Robert and Lema "Lemie" Marsh submitted by Ralph B. Sapp (63)
Bryant, James and Martha Ann Elizabeth (Ellis) submitted by Barbara Bryant White (64)
Bryant, John Robert and Mary Emmeline Isaacks submitted by Iven C. Bryant, Jr. (65)
Bryant, Loman Marion and Ruby Alice Morrison submitted by Mrs. Harry Marion Bryant (66)
Bryant, Walker and Agnes Roslund submitted by Frieda Bryant Bruton (67)
Bullington, Jonathan P. and Frances Thomas McDaniel submitted by John Bullington, III (68)
Bullington, William Henry and Ida Agusta Nelson submitted by Author Blake Bullington (69)
Bunker, Eng and Chang (The Amazing Siamese Twins) submitted by Jessie Bunker Bryant (70)
Bunker, William Oliver and Judy Ross Laffoon submitted by Jessie Bunker Bryant (71)
Burcham Family (William Burcham) submitted by Jerry Q. Gentry (72)
Burcham, Levi Dobbins submitted by Jerry Q. Gentry (73)
Burge, Mattie submitted by Amber Nimocks, Juanita B. Tucker (74)

Cain, Andrew (Andy) submitted by Malinda McKnight Cain, Rose Goad Lineback (75)
Cain, Columbus Franklin (Frank) submitted by Rosa Lea Goad Lineback (76)
Cain, James Henderson and Martha Elizabeth/Ellen Cook submitted by Jerry Lynn Cain, Rosa Lea Goad Lineback (77)
Cain, John submitted by Malinda McKnight Cain, R. L. Lineback (78)
Cain, William (Billy) Henderson submitted by J. L. Cain (79)
Cain, William Lee submitted by J. L. Cain (80)
Callahan Family (Robert Callahan) submitted by Myrtle Callahan Moore (81)
Callahan, Robert and Sarah Frances (First Home) submitted by Myrtle Callahan Moore (82)
Callahan, Emerceri Frances "Fanny" submitted by Susie L. Knowles (83)
Callahan, Franklin Benjamin submitted by William E. Scott (84)
Callahan, Franklin Columbus submitted by Alma Reece Coe (85)
Callahan, John Hugh submitted by Mrs. Ralph Renegar, Debra Callahan (86)
Callahan, Louise submitted by Cynthia Leann Richardson (87)
Callahan, Martha Elizabeth submitted by Judy Wilmoth Melton (88)
Callahan, Mary Jane submitted by Rosa Clifton (89)
Callahan, Matilda McKinley submitted by Richard Freeman (90)
Callahan, Nancy Ardella submitted by Linda Wright (91)
Callahan, Thomas Jefferson submitted by Juna Callahan Easter (92)
Callahan, W. Charlie submitted by Sue Elmore (93)
Callaway, Howard E. submitted by Dr. Gilmer W. Blackburn (94)
Callaway, Thomas Daniel and Laura Faulkner submitted by Jimmy Smith (95)
Cardwell, James Thomas and Betty Jo Jarrell submitted by Teresa Cardwell Vernon (96)
Carter, Walter F. and Alice Hinson submitted by Irene Pardue Carter (97)
Casey, Edith Martin submitted by Harold W. Casey, III (98)
Cave, Algias Richard submitted by Mrs. Bonnie B. (Alice) Cave (99)
Cave, Debra Lynn Jones submitted by Debra Lynn Jones Cave (100)
Cave, James Wesley submitted by John B. Cave (101)
Cave, Paul submitted by Guynor Cave (102)
Childress, Jonathan and Rebecca C. (Wood) submitted by Rita Mabery (103)
Chilton, Paul Robert and Ila Jones submitted by Ila Jones Chilton (104)
Cockerham, Avery Vance submitted by Mrs. Avery Cockerham, Jr. (105)
Cockerham Jr., Avery Vance submitted by Kim Cockerham Adams, Mrs. Avery Cockerham, Jr. (106)
Cockerham, Avery Vance, Fulk and Whitaker submitted by Mrs. Avery Cockerham, Jr. (107)
Cockerham, John E. submitted by Josie T. Snow (108)
Cockerham, William Marvin submitted by Billy J. Cockerham (109)
Collins Family (Anthony Collings) submitted by William L. Johnson (110)
Collins, Anthony submitted by Sandra W. Luffman (111)
Collins, David Lee and Ronda Kaye Newman submitted by Rhonda Newman Collins (112)
Collins, Rufus Ambrose submitted by Mrs. Royce D. Wall (113)
Collins, Rev. Samson submitted by Gerald Collins (114)
Collins, Thomas Glenn, Jr. and Anne Elizabeth Holder submitted by Colleen Shelton Collins (115)
Cook, John and Edith Jessup submitted by Arthur Franklin Cooke, Jr. (116)
Cook, Eugene Franklin submitted by Gary E. Cook (117)
Cook, James and Elizabeth submitted by Dorma Cook Hilliard (118)
Cook, Wallace Wade and Rilla Etta Matthews submitted by Ola Cook Vandergrift (119)
Cook, William Strawther submitted by Gary E. Cook (120)
Cooke, Alf and Paulina Ring submitted by Kathy Cooke George (121)
Cooke, William McKinley and Annie Arrington submitted by Kathy Cooke George (122)
Cox, Caladona Golden submitted by Jessie Cox Cooley (123)
Cox, George Washington and Cora Alice Billings submitted by Margaret Hodge (124)
Creed, Richard Zannie submitted by Mitzi S. Danley (125)
Crotts, Virgil Howard and Ruth Irene submitted by Ruth Crotts (126)
Crouse, John submitted by Bette Burgess Crouse (127)
Crouse, Joseph Odell submitted by Joseph G. Crouse (128)
Crouse, Morgan Asbury and Melissa Jane Guyer submitted by Emma H. Boyles (129)
Crouse, Rev. Thomas submitted by Betty Burgess Crouse (130)

Danley, Andrew William submitted by Mitzi S. Danley (131)
Danner Family (Jacob Danner) submitted by Paul Griffith (132)
Davis, Jesse Marvin and Mary Louise submitted by Mary Louise Davis (133)
Davis, Leonard submitted by Billie Jean Whiteside (134)
Denny, Samuel and Clarissa submitted by Paul Griffith (135)
Dezern, Ephriam submitted by Julia Dezern Collins (136)
Dickens and Gallion Family (Julius Dickens) submitted by Gloria E. Shelton (137)
Dinkins, Cora Elizabeth submitted by Sadie Wall George (138)
Dinkins, Ella Geneva "Neva" submitted by Ola Mae Bledsoe Newman (139)
Dinkins, Grady McDaniel submitted by Leoto "Susie" Dinkins (140)
Dinkins, Henry Tip submitted by Dennis W. "Bud" Cameron (141)
Dinkins, Josephine "Josie" submitted by Anne Whitaker McCracken (142)
Dinkins, Lelia Frances submitted by Mamie Irene Haynes Dobbins (143)
Dinkins, Letha Frances submitted by Henry Wendell Phillips (144)
Dinkins, Lillian Eliza submitted by Irene Haynes Dobbins (145)
Dinkins, Newton Thomas submitted by Vickie Dobbins Cameron (146)
Dinkins, Thomas M. submitted by Dennis W. "Bud" Cameron (147)
Dinkins, Thomas Richard submitted by Sarah Octavia Dinkins Patterson (148)
Dobson, Lewis and Caroline Dunagan submitted by Ronald Edward Scales (149)
Dockery Family (William Dockery) submitted by Brent Stanley (150)
Dockery, Hasting submitted by Brent Stanley (151)
Dockery, Children of Samuel and Malinda Gates submitted by Maxine D. Stanley (152)
Dockery, Samuel A. submitted by Maxine D. Stanley, Dorothy D. Naylor (153)
Dockery, Talmage (Tal) submitted by Pamela Naylor-Hamm (154)
Dodson, Rufus Douthon (Buck) and Mamie Mae White submitted by Ruby Lynn, Sally and Belle Dodson (155)
Dodson, Children of Rufus Douthon (Buck) and Mamie White submitted by Ruby Lynn, Sally and Belle Dodson (156)
Dollyhigh, Brady Beamer submitted by Dena S. Dollyhigh (157)
Dollyhigh, E. Gray submitted by Dena S. Dollyhigh (158)
Doss, Joe and Kate (Snow) submitted by Butch Johnson (159)
Dull (Doll) Family submitted by Romaine Scarlett Saylor, R.N., B.S.N., M.S. (160)
Durham, Richard Wallace and Irma Jane Armstrong submitted by Martha Jane Durham (161)

Eads, Dillard submitted by Frona Wilkie Eads, Mary Della Vestal Eads (162)
East, Joseph submitted by Paul R. Martin (163)
East, William and Frances Cockerham submitted by Ernestine Christy Keller (164)
Edmonds Family (William Edmonds, Sr.) submitted by William L. Johnson (165)
Edmonds Jr., Isham submitted by Eloise E. Wall (166)
Edmonds, Samuel Luther submitted by Sandra W. Luffman (167)
Edmonds, Samuel Rufus submitted by Eloise E. Wall (168)
Edwards, Betty and Donna submitted by Betty Edwards (169)
Edwards, Elisha Monroe and Ida Mae Edwards submitted by Ted Edwards (170)
Edwards, Elisha Tim and Monroe Ted submitted by Ted Edwards (171)
Edwards, Harvey and Linda submitted by Linda Lou Edwards (172)
Edwards, Joe Columbus and Dorothy Lee Marion submitted by Dorothy "Dot" Edwards (173)
Edwards, John Walter and Susie Newes Thomas submitted by Donna Edwards (174)
Edwards, John and Susie (Daughters of John and Susie) submitted by Donna Edwards (175)
Edwards, Joni Cecil and Donal Clinton submitted by Betty Edwards (176)
Edwards, Ruben Clinton and Leota Tate submitted by Ruben Edwards (177)
Edwards, William Cabbage and Millie Pauline Edwards submitted by Dorothy Edwards (178)
Edwards, Joie and Irvin submitted by Aileen E. Badgett (179)
Eldridge Family (Drury Eldridge) submitted by Mrs. George Summerlin (180)
Eldridge, Floyd Sanford submitted by Mrs. George Summerlin (181)
Emerson Sr., John Henry submitted by Mrs. Aaron Thomas Foster (182)
Emmerisons of VA and NC submitted by Mrs. Aaron Thomas Foster (183)
Evans, Alexander and Rebekah Wooten submitted by Anna Ruth Evans Davidson (184)

Fletcher, William Charles and Betty Harris submitted by William Charles Fletcher (185)
Flinchum, Jeremiah Jones submitted by Shelby F. Hedgecock (186)
Flinchum, Martin and Martha submitted by Gerald W. Flinchum (187)
Flinchum, Paul Glenn submitted by Shelby F. Hedgecock (188)
Flippin, Annie Victoria submitted by Roger Dale Golding (189)
Flippin, Arlin Paul submitted by Lillar Hayes (190)
Flippin, Carlis Riley submitted by Carl Hayes (191)
Flippin, Carrie Nevada submitted by Timothy Noble Wilson (192)
Flippin, James Artis submitted by Nancy Mays Golding (193)
Flippin, Louie Elizabeth submitted by Roger Dale Golding, Jr. (194)
Flippin, Mary Warnetta submitted by Gordon Lee Holder (195)
Flippin, Sarah Allie submitted by Travis Hayes (196)
Flippin, Synester Anthony submitted by Tammy Golding Stacks (197)
Flippin, Walter Lee and Myrtle Lillar Lawson submitted by Verona Branscome (198)
Fowler, Charles Robert and Fannie Fulk submitted by Julia Fowler Reshoft, Fannie F. Fowler (199)
Franklin, Gideon and Sally Bowles submitted by Anna Ruth Evans Davidson (200)
Franklin, Jesse submitted by Ruth Minick (201)
Franklin, Meshach submitted by Ruth Minick (202)
Franklin, Shadrach submitted by James E. Cockerham (203)
Freeman, Vance Washington and Rosabell Jones submitted by Geneva Freeman Key, Amy Cave Jones (204)
Frye, John Alexander and Vena Moser submitted by Janice Frye-Pierson (205)
Fulk, Charles Walter and June Patterson submitted by Kay Fulk Stephens, Mrs. June P. Fulk (206)
Fulk, James W. submitted by William C. Fouk (207)
Fulk, William McKinley submitted by Frances Atkins (208)

Galyean, Anderson and Betty Lundy submitted by Mrs. Tinsley (Jane E.) Galyean (209)
Galyean, Houston and Tempy Snow submitted by Teresa Lowe Smith (210)
Galyean, Jerry A. and Emma Gentry submitted by Jane E. Galyean (211)
Gardner, Daniel A. submitted by James L. Gardner, Henry Lee Gardner, Jr. (212)
Garner, John Angel submitted by Mrs. William (Bill) Strickland (213)
Garner Jr., John and Rev. William Garner submitted by Jacqueline Frank Strickland (214)
Garner Sr., John and Thomas Howell submitted by Jacqueline Frank Strickland (215)
Garner, William submitted by Mrs. William (Bill) Strickland (216)
Garrison, Isaac submitted by Denzil D. Garrison (217)
Gilbert Family (John) submitted by Thomas J. "Buck" Dearmin (218)
Gilbert and Dearmin Family submitted by Thomas J. "Buck" Dearman (219)
Glen-Glenn Families (James Glen(n)) submitted by Mrs. Joy Quimby Stearns (220)
Goard, Ada Estelle Hawks Peters submitted by Barbara Summerlin (221)
Goard, Charles Reid and Sadie Pool submitted by Karen Reenece Goard, Prissilla Lynn Goard Rogers (222)
Goard, James Moir submitted by Barbara Summerlin (223)
Goins, Columbus Franklin submitted by Mary Sue Danley (224)
Goins, Roby Lee and Elsie Norine Edwards submitted by Carolyn Ann Goins Transou (225)
Goins, Jr. Roby Lee and Pamela Denise Tilley submitted by Roby Goins, Jr. (226)
Golden, Abner submitted by Walter P. Golden (227)
Golden, Paul submitted by Walter P. Golden (228)
Golden, Roy submitted by Joy Golden Neal (229)
Golding, Reuben and Elizabeth submitted by Carlos P. Surratt (230)
Golding, Thomas and Charity submitted by Betty Golding Marshall (231)
Golding, Thomas D. and Lou Payne submitted by Wilma Hiatt (232)
Gordon, Hardin P. submitted by V. Irving Boyles, Jr. (233)
Gordon, William and Elizabeth Herring submitted by V. Irving Boyles, Jr. (234)
Graves, James and Sarah Watkins submitted by Allen Willard Graves (235)
Greenwood, Joseph Gordon and Martha Frances King submitted by Estelle Greenwood
Belton (236)
Greenwood, Meredith H. submitted by James E. Cockerham (237)
Griffin, Herman Roscoe submitted by Mona B. Griffin (238)
Griffith Family (Samuel) submitted by Betty Lou Smith Rogers (239)
Griffith, William Martin and Charity Childress submitted by James Jackson Griffith, Jr. (240)
Groce, Isaac submitted by Zelia H. Cline (241)
Grove, Rebecca Jane Schaniel submitted by Rebecca Schaniel Grove (242)
Guyer, Robert Settle submitted by Ella "Jim" Golden (243)

Hall, Sheriff W. R. (Bill) submitted by Barbara Hall (244)
Hallman, Vance Luther Burnette submitted by Lynn Hallman (245)
Hamlin Family (William Hamlin) submitted by Susan Hamlin Gentry (246)
Hamlin, James Dillard and Mary Louise Folger submitted by William Hamlin Tuttle (247)
Hancock, Gernie Israel and Minnie McDowell submitted by Billie H. Lyndon (248)
Hardy, Henry J. submitted by Pattie Midkiff Wilmoth (249)
Hardy, James Ethard submitted by Mae H. Turpin (250)
Hardy, John submitted by Jessie Stewart (251)
Hardy, John William and Emma Frances Cummings submitted by Frances Snow (252)
Harris, Brenda Kay Haynes submitted by Brenda Kay Harris (253)
Harrold, Robert Sylvester and Rica McMillian submitted by William Eugene Harrold (254)
Harvey, Henry Clinton submitted by James Reginald Harvey (255)
Harvey, James Virgil submitted by Iris Moseley Harvey (256)
Harvey, Mae Wilma submitted by Iris Moseley Harvey (257)
Hawks, Alma Sarah submitted by Joan Eggleston (258)
Hawks, Ann Spain submitted by Ann Hawks (259)
Hawks Descendants of George Washington and Sarah Ennice Tompkins submitted by
Andreas Hawks Sloop (260)
Hawks, Paul Hermon submitted by Andrea Lee Hawks Sloop, Paul H. Hawks (261)
Hayes Family (Joseph and Mary Hayes submitted by Lola Hayes Kluttz (262)
Hayes, Adams submitted by Bobby Hayes (263)
Hayes, Adolphus "Doff" submitted by Joy Golden Neal (264)
Hayes, Charles Andrew "Grandpa Charlie" submitted by Bobby Hayes (265)
Hayes, Neasbert and Lucy Gooch submitted by Carl and Ethel Talley (266)
Haymore Family (John Haymore) submitted by Ronald D. Coleman (267)
Haymore, James Pittman submitted by Phillip H. Harris (268)
Hemmings, Columbus and Robert Dudley submitted by Betty Spries Smyrl (269)
Hester Family (Robert Hester) submitted by Valeska Buchholz Vicars (270)
Hiatt, Ann Jane submitted by Donna Tyler Harris (271)
Hiatt, Constantine Lafayette submitted by Mrs. Pat Hiatt Tesh (272)
Hiatt Descendants of Constantine Lafayette submitted by Pat Hiatt Tesh (273)
Hiatt, James Monroe and Nancy Ann Inman submitted by Blanche Hiatt (274)
Hiatt Descendants of John Armon and Sena McMillian submitted by Eric Russell Hiatt (275)
Hiatt, Porter Gilmer and Nancy Veronica Welborn submitted by Nancy Welborn Hiatt (276)
Hiatt, Roger Lew and Nancy Ann Beamer submitted by Nancy Beamer Hiatt (277)
Hiatt, William and Mary Smith submitted by Bernice Marsh Briggs (278)
Hickman Family (Edwin Hickman) submitted by LaVonne Ketchum (279)
Hickman Sr., William submitted by Iris Felicia Hickman-Schuler, M.S. (280)
Hickman, William Hardin submitted by Iris Felicia Hickman-Schuler, M.S. (281)
Hicks, John and Margaret Boyd submitted by Billie Simmons (282)
Hicks, John Elex and Kate Jones submitted by Billie Simmons (283)
Hicks, John Peter and Elma Sutphin submitted by Ruth Hicks Mack (284)
Hill, Andrew Eugene "Gene" and Susan Emma Lawrence submitted by Robert F. Hill (285)
Hill, Andrew Jackson "Jack" submitted by Mary Faye Hill Davis, Opal Pauline Wright
Lawrence (286)
Hill, Gaston L. submitted by C. W. Hill (287)
Hill, Professor James Stadler submitted by Thomas James Hill (288)
Hill, John Ellis submitted by Mary Faye Hill Davis (289)
Hill Sr., William and Susanna Smither submitted by Mrs Rex A. Vicars (290)
Hinson, Dallas Esker and Kaye Collins submitted by (291)
Hinson, Eli Franklin and Arminda Jane Poplin submitted by Melba Kate Nance (292)
Hodges, Drewery submitted by Mrs. K. K. Jones, Jr. (293)
Hodges, Hubbard McKinley and Jettie Grace Cox submitted by Coy B. Hodge, Sr. (294)
Hodges, James Avery and Dora Mae Cook submitted by Margaret Hodge (295)
Hodges, John and Maude Bryant submitted by Lena M. Young (296)
Hodges, William and Tabithia Gentry submitted by Coy B. Hodge, Sr. (297)
Holder, Adam Everett submitted by Guyner Cave (298)
Holder, Benjamin Franklin submitted by William Andrew Holder (299)
Holder, Bronze submitted by Bronze & Pauline Holder (300)
Holder, Crissie Elbert submitted by Rodney Dale Holder (301)
Holder, David M. "Maid" submitted by Robert B. Holder (302)
Holder, Davis Holder submitted by Jimmy Davis Holder (303)
Holder, Davis Maid submitted by S. G. Holder (304)
Holder, Douglas and Melba submitted by Douglas & Melba Holder (305)
Holder, Emily Victoria submitted by Mrs. Garvey Southard (306)
Holder, Ethel Mae submitted by Joyce Holder Cooke (307)
Holder, Everett Franklin and Synester Anthony Flippin submitted by Squire Gordon Holder
(308)
Holder, Fred Aubrey and Lillian Southard submitted by Fred Holder (309)
Holder, James Madison (Matt) submitted by Robert B. Holder (310)
Holder, John William and Tenny submitted by Julia Dezern Collins (311)
Holder, Lula Mae Mary Lucinda submitted by Franklin Everett Holder (312)
Holder, Maude Dora submitted by Travis Dale Holder (313)
Holder, Morgan Davis submitted by Walter Franklin Holder (314)
Holder, Roger Jackson and Elsie White submitted by Roger J. Holder (315)
Holder, Ruby Lela Ruth submitted by Frieda Holder (316)
Holder, Rufus Quentin and Minnie Dockery submitted by Mrs. Minnie D. Holder (317)
Holder, Sam and Vivian submitted by Nelda Holder Goings (318)
Holder, Virginia Dare submitted by Samuel Davis Holder (319)
Holder, William D. submitted by R. A. Holder (320)
Holder, William Verlin submitted by Mrs. Wilda Gentry (321)
Holder, Willis submitted by R. A. Holder (322)
Holyfield, Columbus Abram and Emma Laster submitted by Linda Holyfield Martin (323)
Howell (Early Howells in Delaware and Surry County, NC) submitted by Christine Jackson
(324)
Howell, Mary Permelia submitted by Christine Jackson (325)
Hudson-Hicks (John Richard Hudson) submitted by Page Hudson (326)
Hudson, J. Aaron submitted by Page Hudson (327)
Hudson, Keith and Martha submitted by Martha Adams Hudson (328)
Hudspeth, Sidney Cleveland and Mary Joella Crouse submitted by Emma H. Boyles (329)
Hunt Sr., Reverend Isaac Newton submitted by John W. Hunt (330)
Hunter, Thomas Lacy submitted by Howard C. Hunter, Sr. (331)
Inman, Elbert Coy submitted by Deborah Inman Taylor (332)
Inman, Ira Zebedee submitted by Jo Martin (333)
Inman, John Henry and Sarah Ann Cobler submitted by Frances Love Shaw (334)
Inman, Newell and Phoebe Ann Hunter submitted by Frances Love Shaw (335)
Inman, William Sr. and Suzannah submitted by F. L. Shaw (336)
Isaacs, Richard and Vivannah submitted by Donnie R. Isaacs (337)

Jackson (Jacksons of VA and NC) submitted by Mrs. Bertha Jackson Foster (338)
Jackson, Joseph J. submitted by Mrs. Bertha Jackson Foster (339)
Jackson, William L. "Buck" submitted by Jo Martin (340)
Jarrell, Arthur Colar and Zona Barker submitted by Brenda Jarrell Clinard (341)
Jarrell, Ben and Susie Amburn submitted by Thomas Reavis Lyons (342)
Jarrell, Ellard Grady submitted by Ivyn Jarrell Swift (343)
Jarrell, Ellis Franklin and Nancy Senter submitted by Wilma Jarrell Hiatt (344)
Jarrell, Fountain and Fannie submitted by Mary Rose Jarrell Williams (345)
Jarrell, Fred Rufus and Cena Suthin submitted by Margaret Jarrell Smith (346)
Jarrell, Hiram Ellis and Laura Bennett submitted by Brenda Jarrell Clinard (347)
Jarrell, Layette Fountain and Laura Tolbert submitted by Marie Jarrell Cockeather (348)
Jarrell, Nancy Lou submitted by Gerald Collins, Leslie Jarrell (349)
Jarrell, Porter Vass and Eathel Rebecca Meehling submitted by Rosalie Jarrell Simpson (350)
Jarrell, Rufus Austin submitted by Thomas Reavis Lyons (351)
Jarrell, Tommy submitted by the Jarrell Family (352)
Jarvis, Jesse G. submitted by Brenda Kay Brindle (353)
Jessup Family (William Sonair AKA Jessup) submitted by Clifton Jessup (354)
Jessup, Joel Anderson submitted by Mary Ellen Midkiff (355)
Johnson, Alexander L. submitted by Vergie Johnson Cave (356)
Johnson, Brady and Christina Nichols submitted by Benny Johnson Moseley (357)
Johnson, Charlie submitted by Mary Ellen Marion (358)
Johnson, Dellie Frances submitted by Mary Ellen Marion (359)
Johnson, Dillard Isaac and Mallie Jane White submitted by Brenda Marcelene Davis Thomas (360)
Johnson, Henry submitted by Carole Blair Bledsoe (361)
Johnson, Joseph Early submitted by Virgie Johnson Cave (362)
Johnson, Mary Allie submitted by Carole Blair Bledsoe (363)
Johnson, Mattie submitted by Lois Johnson Snow (364)
Johnson, Samuel Wilson "Uver" submitted by Carole Ann Bledsoe (365)
Johnson, Solomon and Annie Jane Hutchens submitted by Fay Johnson Prather, Benny
Johnson Moseley (366)
Johnson, Willie Franklin submitted by Lois Johnson Snow (367)
Jones Family (William George Jones) submitted by Linda Scott Brady (368)
Jones, Bill submitted by Bill Jones (369)
Jones, Charles Leonard submitted by Shirley Mickey (370)
Jones, Franklin and Betty Lee Gardner submitted by Margie Galena Jones Kramer (371)
Jones, John Edmond and Mary Jennie Nichols submitted by Ila Jones Chilton (372)
Jones, John Gabriel submitted by Janelle Mickey (373)
Jones, John Lee submitted by Elaine Jones (374)
Jones, John William submitted by Janelle Mickey (375)
Jones, Jonnie Frances Roger submitted by Rebecca Jane Grove (376)
Jones, Jonathan Jeremiah submitted by Jonathan Jeremiah Jones (377)
Jones Jr., Kenneth Kirkston submitted by Mary Spane Jones (378)
Jones, Lee and Sallie submitted by Lee and Sallie Jones (379)
Jones, Ruth James "Janie" Spain submitted by Johnnie Frances Jones (380)
Jones, Squire Gordon and Mariana Bunker submitted by Louise B. Maloy (381)
Joyce, Samuel Green submitted by Mrs. Gary E. Cook (382)

Kallam, Lemuel Wallace submitted by Lemuel Wallace Kallam (383)
Kearns, Margaret Beamer submitted by Mildred Beamer Matthews (384)
Kennedy, Aaron submitted by Wilma Roxanne Asnin, Scott Kennedy Asnin (385)
Kennedy Family (Aaron Kennedy) submitted by John B. Shore (386)
Kennedy, Churchill H. submitted by Ben and Chris Kennedy (387)
Kennedy, John submitted by Wilma Roxanne Asnin, Scott Kennedy Asnin (388)
Kennedy, Nathaniel Gray submitted by Ben and Chris Kennedy (389)
Kerr Family (Henry Kerr) submitted by A. Hub Kerr, Jr. (390)
Ketchum Family (Joel Ketchum) submitted by LaVonne Ketchum (391)
Key, Dock William Augustus submitted by Dorothy Moore (392)
Key, James Otis and Geneva Freeman submitted by Amy Cave Jones (393)
Key, John S. submitted by Blanche Key Pruett (394)
Key, Millard Chafan and Phoebe A. Chipman and Sarah E. Walters Key submitted by
Fred Fanning (395)
Key, Samuel Chafan and Nancy White submitted by Fred Fanning (396)
Kidd, Allen submitted by Dennis Royce Wall (397)
Kingsbury Family (William and John Kingsbury) submitted by Mr. and Mrs. James Dallas
Kingsbury (398)
Kingsbury, John Benjamin and Edmond Eldridge submitted by Mr. and Mrs. John Kingsbury
(399)
Kingsbury, Robert Thomas, John Walter, and James Dallas submitted by Mr. and Mrs. John E.
Kingsbury (400)
Kingsbury, Thomas Granville, Anderson Eldridge and William Henry submitted by Mrs. Cappie
Lee Kingsbury Jones (401)
Kochitzky, Oscar and Caroline Von submitted by Robert Merritt (402)

Laffoon, William L. submitted by Ernestine Christy Keller (403)
Lambert Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Ray Calvin submitted by Alease W. Lambert (404)
Laster, George and Eliza submitted by Barbara Laster Luffman (405)
Laster, John Houston and Mary Ann Butcher submitted by Linda Holyfield Martin (406)
Laster, Marvin Leonard and Effie Mae Hamlin submitted by Barbara Laster Luffman (407)
Lawrence Ancestry (William Lawrence) submitted by Marlene Lawrence Haskin (408)
Lawrence, Ernest Grey submitted by Timothy Wayne Lawrence (409)
Lawrence, Henry submitted by Delphia L. Castleton (410)
Lawrence, Herbert Franklin submitted by Mary Elizabeth Lester Lawrence (411)
Layell, Adolphus submitted by Richard Neal (412)
Layne, Joseph Daniel and Nancy Arra Bray submitted by Janice L. Harris (413)
Lewis and Ebert Families (Elkanah Lewis Sr.) submitted by Verna Gorg (415)
Lewis, Eleanor submitted by Lessie Atkins Brindle (416)
Love, Jettie Haymore submitted by Mary Frances Love Frye (417)
Love, Nancy Carolyn submitted by Paul Martin (418)
Lovill, John W. and Josie Elmer Anderson submitted by Gerry Ackerman (419)
Lovill, William W. and John Robert submitted by Mrs. Vera Lovill Nester (420)
Low, Isaac submitted by Miranda Griffin (421)
Lowe, Samuel and Sally Hayes submitted by Teresa Lowe Smith (422)
Lowe, Samuel Shadrack (Boss) submitted by Mary Ida Jarvis Nations (423)
Luffman Family (William) submitted by Willie Clarence Luffman, Bradford Eugene Luffman
(424)
Lyons, Spence submitted by Thomas R. Lyons (425)

Marion, Coley Lee submitted by Cindy Elizabeth Marion (426)
Marion, Daisy and her Robertson and Hembree Children submitted by Hilda Robertson McMillion Bowman (427)
Marion, Edward "Eddie" Elwell submitted by Lib Marion (428)
Marion, Gurney Albert and Carrie Lee Baidgett submitted by Frances Lee Marion Holder (429)
Marion, Isaac submitted by Esther M. Johnson (430)
Marsh, Asbury submitted by Emily H. Southard (431)
Marsh, Emory and Sarah Elizabeth Pointdexter submitted by Mrs. Lois Marshal Michael (432)
Marshall, John and Mary submitted by Bernice M. Briggs (433)
Martin, Claude and Nealy submitted by Fern Holder (435)
Martin, Claude and Nealy Children submitted by Fern Holder (436)
Martin, Jerry Cash submitted by Mrs. Jerry Cash Martin (437)
Masters, William submitted by Norma Jean Larson (438)
Matthews, Jackson and Martha Jackson submitted by Rilla Matthews Gregg (439)
Matthews, John Thomas and Lydia Patterson submitted by Rilla Matthews Gregg (440)
Matthews, Romie and Elizabeth submitted by Elizabeth Matthews (441)
Matthews, Ulysses Grant and Rilla Ida Tucker submitted by Nell Matthews Adcock (442)
Mays, Joe Millie and Ida Myrtle Callaway submitted by Michael Joe Holder (443)
Mays, Joe and Myrtle Callaway Children submitted by Ulyss Joe Mays (444)
Mays, Mary M. Pittman submitted by Mary Frances Love Frye (445)
McCarther Family (Robert McCarthur) submitted by LaDonna Neal McCarther, Vickie S. McCarther (446)
McGee, Job submitted by C. Braxton Turpin (447)
McGee, Willie Lou submitted by Arlene W. Hodge, Magdalene T. Comer (448)
McKeever, Steven Lee submitted by Mrs. Opalene McKeaver (449)
McKnight, Sam and Macy submitted by Lisa Ashburn Collins (450)
McMillian, John Cassell and Rhoda Alice Gwyn submitted by Rhoda McMillian (451)
Merritt, A. H. and Sarah submitted by R. E. Merritt (452)
Merritt, Cullen and Lucy submitted by Cama Merritt (453)
Merritt, Ed and Carrie Children submitted by Robert Merritt (454)
Merritt, Hugh and Emma submitted by H. Lee Merritt, Jr. (455)
Merritt, William Edward and Caroline Kochitzky submitted by Cama Merritt (456)
Mickles, Marvin and Garnett Baker submitted by Marvin and Garnett Mickles (457)
Midkiff, Christopher Columbus and Martha Jane submitted by Alta Baldwin Carlson (458)
Midkiff, Malcom Wesley submitted by Pattie Midkiff Wilmoth (459)
Miller, William and Catherine submitted by Dorma Cook Hilliard, Mary Frances Cook Reece (460)
Mooney, Hardin Columbus and Mabel Polly Key submitted by Patsy Martin (461)
Moore, Nimrod submitted by Mary Ida Jarvis Nations (462)
Moose, David and Evelyn Bradley submitted by Elvin E. Perkins, Jr. (463)
Morris, Isaac Edward and Gladys Irene Welborn submitted by Irene Morris (464)
Morris Sr., Nathaniel submitted by Mary June Foulk (465)
Moseley, Claude Augustin and Essie Etta Belton submitted by Luvenia Moseley Simmons (466)
Moseley, Clinton and Benny Johnson submitted by Benny Johnson Moseley (467)
Moser, Cletius submitted by Portia Elaine Moser Oakley (468)
Mosteller, J. E. and Sarah Roberson submitted by Ruth D. Mosteller (469)
Nance, James Vernel and Sarah Jane Hayes submitted by Sarah Melba Kate Nance (470)
Nation, Thomas submitted by John R. Nations, Jr. (471)
Nations, James H. submitted by Bruce W. Nations (472)
Nations, John Robert submitted by William L. Nations (473)
Nations, John Tom and Sarah Etta Mayes submitted by Walter Hugh Nations (474)
Nations, Wiley submitted by Joe F. Nations (475)
Newman, Clifford and Virginia Ashburn submitted by Mrs. Delmer McCraw (476)
Newman, Precious Aunts of Clifford submitted by Mrs. Delmer McCraw (477)
Nichols, Dudley and Sarah Parsons submitted by Mrs. John Briggs (478)
Nichols, John Marion and Sarah Lilla Badgett submitted by Rachel and Sarah Smith (479)
Niston-Welborn (Simon Lee Niston) submitted by Barbara B. Welborn, Marisa Tolbert (480)
Nixon, Mary Lillie Pearl submitted by Brenda Henderson (481)
Nixon, Nathaniel Green submitted by Clifton Nixon (482)
Norman Family (Thomas Norman) submitted by Butch Johnson (483)

Osborne Family (Elihu Osborn) submitted by Annie Lee Gentry (484)
Overton, James William submitted by Anita Bullin, Janic Overton Garris (485)

Pardue, Marcus Clarendon submitted by Irene Pardue Carter (486)
Park, Isaac Addison submitted by John Robert Nations, Jr. (487)
Parker, John submitted by Verna Gorg (488)
Parker, Joseph Washington submitted by Pauline Parker Badgett (489)
Patterson, William C. and Caroline Maynard submitted by David L. Patterson (490)
Patton, Sidney Carl submitted by Mrs. Gary E. Cook (491)
Payne Brothers (Five Brothers in WWII) submitted by Joyce Duggins Payne (492)
Payne, John Roy and Sallie Ann McCraw submitted by Carole Ann Bledsoe (493)
Pell, Elijah and Martha Jackson submitted by Anna Elizabeth Pell Broadwell (494)
Pell, Lafayette Amor and Cornella Matthews submitted by Anna Elizabeth Pell Broadwell (495)
Perry, Eric submitted by Tom Perry (496)
Pipes, Captain John submitted by John O. Hawkins (497)
Pipes Sr., John submitted by M. Wayne Pipes, John O. Hawkins (498)
Pyles, Julius Oliver submitted by Mary Sue Danley (499)

Quesinberry, Fred Banner and Lottie Hall submitted by Roby Quesinberry (500)
Quesinberry, Roby and Retha Woodruff submitted by Retha W. Quesinberry (501)

Ramey, James Bennett submitted by Fern Ramey Evans (502)
Ramey, James K. Polk submitted by Fern Ramey Evans (503)
Ray Family (Benjamin Ray) submitted by Carl L. Ray (504)
Ray, Benjamin submitted by Carl L. Ray (505)
Reece, Martha Poindexter Jones and Walter W. Reece submitted by Michael Joseph Russell (506)
Reynolds, William Coley submitted by Frances Atkins (507)
Ridenhour, Henry Isley and Ruth May submitted by Ruth M. Ridenhour (508)
Riggan, Columbus F. and Velna submitted by Frank Riggan (509)
Riggan, Robert Henderson (Bob) submitted by Frank Riggan (510)
Riggs Family (Samuel Riggs) submitted by Verna Gorg (511)
Riggs, Lott submitted by Hester Jackson (512)
Riggs, Wiley and Julia Haymore submitted by Dennis Green Riggs (513)
Roberts, John Pleasant "Jack" and His Four Families submitted by Garvey Southard (514)
Robertson, Elder John submitted by Dorothy Hayes (515)
Rogers, Bracky submitted by Wanda Rogers (516)
Rogers, Frances Elizabeth Spain submitted by Johnnie Frances Jones (517)
Russell-Blackwell (Joyce Alice Russell) submitted by Martha Adams Hudson (518)
Russell, Michael Joseph submitted by Luann Adams Thomas (519)

Samuel Family (Henry Samuel) submitted by Mrs. Thomas L. Samuel (520)
Sapp Sr., Blanche Bryant and Marion Emory submitted by James H. Miller (521)
Sapp Sr., Sarah "Etta" Bryant and Oliver "Ollie" Osborne submitted by Ralph B. Sapp (522)
Sawyers, Neal submitted by Mary Sawyers Haynes (523)
Saylor Family (Glenn, Scott, and Brian Saylor) submitted by Romaine Scarlett Saylor, R.N., M.S. (524)
Scales, Joseph and Emma Dobson submitted by Evelyn Scales Thompson, Ph.D. (525)
Schanian, Russell Lamar submitted by Russell Lamar Schanian (526)
Scott, Adam Hauser and Ann Selena Hunt submitted by Mrs. Mary Louise Davis (527)
Scott, Leonard Samuel and Mary Frances Fulk submitted by Elaine Scott Furrer (528)
Scott Sr., Samuel William submitted by Mary Elizabeth Marion (529)
Scott, Timothy Joel and Sandra Mae Goins submitted by Sandra Goins Scott (530)
Secrest Family (Jonathan Sechrist) submitted by Shirley Dixon Hall (531)
Senter, John submitted by W. Lee Hiatt (532)
Setliff Generations (Nathaniel Setliff) submitted by Maxine Dockery Stanley, Dorothy Dockery Naylor (533)
Shaw, Jamie and Queen submitted by Jamie Shaw (534)
Shelton, Donald Ray and Bonnie Sue Goins submitted by Bonnie Goins Shelton (535)
Shelton, James Monroe submitted by Delia Sechrist (536)
Sheppard, Ira Reece "Boss" and Mary Ann Elizabeth "Bettie" Walters submitted by Iven C. Bryant, Jr. (537)
Short, Albert G. submitted by Mary Kathleen Short (538)
Short, Capt. Albert G. and Abeline Ausborne submitted by Edwar Gray Stevens (539)
Short, Alfred M. submitted by Jack Short (540)
Short, Edgar Roland submitted by Jack Short, Virgie Short Saunders (541)
Short, Jonathan Bird submitted by Mary Kathleen Short (542)
Simmons, Amer submitted by Laurie Simmons King Smith (543)
Simmons, Harvie and Polly Hicks submitted by Becky Simmons Gordon (544)
Simmons, John Benjamin and Mahala Frances (Jessup) submitted by Jack Scott Light (545)
Simmons, Lacy Alexander submitted by Janie Overton Garris (546)
Simmons, Peter submitted by Laurie Simmons King Smith (547)
Simmons, Richard Lawrence submitted by Pauline Parker Badgett (548)
Simpson-France Family (Mamie Leona Simpson) submitted by Ann France Anderson (549)
Slaughter-Slawter Family (Edward Slaughter) submitted by Mark E. Slawter (550)
Slawter, Emery Ellis submitted by Mark E. Slawter (551)
Slaydon, Bradley Clark submitted by Creola J. Slaydon (552)
Slaydon, David Wayne submitted by Angela Slaydon (553)
Slaydon, Gregory S. submitted by Ruth F. Slaydon (554)
Smith Family (Elisha Smith) submitted by Margaret Farrington Jagmin (555)
Smith, Bruce and Rebecca submitted by Mrs. N. V. Hiatt (556)
Smith, Dan and Della submitted by Frances Smith Collins (557)
Smith, Joel Edgar and Katie Marshall submitted by Jimmy Smith (558)
Smith, John D. submitted by Ray Von Hole (559)
Snody Pioneer Family (Alexander Franklin Snody) submitted by Frances Snody Jessup (560)
Snow Family (Justian Snow) submitted by B. D. Summerlin (561)
Snow, Andrew Jerome "Romey" submitted by Claude Henry Snow, Jr. (562)
Snow, Captain Byrd submitted by Verlie Snow Coe (563)
Snow, Connie R. submitted by Hester Jackson (564)
Snow, Eugene Edgar submitted by Linda Jane Snow Atkins (565)
Snow, Fielding submitted by Claude Henry Snow, Jr. (566)
Snow, Frost Abner submitted by Mattie Frost Snow (567)
Snow, Frost And submitted by Barbara Summerlin (568)
Snow, James Robert submitted by Descendants of James Smith Snow (569)
Snow, James Smith submitted by Evelyn Snow Forbes (570)
Snow, Jared Ralph submitted by Janice Anne Snow Brown (571)
Snow, John Bird submitted by Descendants of James Smith Snow (572)
Snow, John Cleve submitted by Descendants of James Smith Snow (573)
Snow, Leci and Abigail Bodine submitted by Mrs. Mary Lou Campbell (574)
Snow, Obediah submitted by William L. Johnson (575)
Snow, Obediah L. submitted by Barbara E. Wall (576)
Snow Sr., Obediah submitted by Barbara E. Wall (577)
Snow, Ruel submitted by Claude Henry Snow, Jr. (578)
Snow, Terrell Bledsoe submitted by Mrs. Claude Henry Snow, Jr. (579)
Snow, Thomas and Elizabeth Hale submitted by Betty Van Eyck Snow (580)
Snow, Thomas Huston submitted by Reva McDevitt (581)
Snow, Thomas "Tommy" Tucker submitted by B. D. Summerlin (582)
Snows of Double Creek (Simpson W. "Sim" Snow) submitted by Janice Anne Snow Brown (583)
Southard, Meredith Alfred submitted by Garvey Southard (584)
Spain, Walter Hamlin and Mattie Webster submitted by Johnnie Frances Jones (585)
Spainhour Family (John Henry) submitted by Mrs. Irene Spainhour (586)
Spane's Cabin Home, Vera Davis and Andrew C. submitted by Mary Spane Jones (587)
Spencer, Henry Joseph submitted by James Regional Harvey (588)
Sprinkle, James Lunsford and Alice Jones submitted by James L. Sprinkle Jr. (589)
Sprinkle, Joseph Axsom and Mary F. Jackson submitted by James L. Sprinkle Jr. (590)
Stanley, Leroy and Nancy Stanley submitted by Greg Stanley (591)
Stephens, Samuel submitted by Bess Stevens Dearmin (592)
Stevens, John A. and Alice Jones submitted by Bess Stevens Dearmin (593)
Stewart, John submitted by Carol Stewart Johnson, Glenda Stewart Hunter (594)
Summerlin, George W. submitted by George W. Summerlin (595)
Sumner, Wilford Harvey and Cora Thomas submitted by Mary Sumner Nichols (596)
Swaim, Andrew Wade submitted by Wenzel James Swaim, Jr. (597)
Swanson, Vince S. and Angie Hatcher submitted by Nell Matthews Adcock (598)
Swift, Harvey and Wavey Mayes submitted by Ivylyn J. Swift (599)
Swift, James Washington submitted by Hazel Pardue Swift (600)
Swift, Pholey Avery submitted by Joseph Wendell Swift (601)
Swift, William A. submitted by Hazel Pardue Swift (602)

Talley, William Sant and Bertie Griffith submitted by Betty Lou Smith Rogers (603)
Taylor, Andrew Beverly Stewart and Nora Lemor Clark submitted by Lucy Nora Taylor (604)
Taylor, Charlie Columbus submitted by Carl E. Taylor, Jr. (605)
Terrell, David and Rebecca Flippin submitted by Hazel W. Smith (606)
Tesh, Bertha Estelle "Bobbie" submitted by Flora P. Tesh (607)
Tesh, Bruce Clinton submitted by Flora P. Tesh (608)
Tesh, Clara Mae submitted by Dorcus Borland (609)
Tesh, Edward Alexander submitted by Edna Tesh Yost (610)
Tesh, Ethel Ruth submitted by Diane Stout Hall (611)
Tesh, George William submitted by L. Mckenzie (612)
Tesh, Irene Elizabeth submitted by Mary Margaret Phillips Whittington (613)
Tesh, Joe Adam submitted by Earline Tesh (614)
Tesh, Joseph A. submitted by Lucille Tesh Mckenzie (615)
Tesh, Lucille Edna submitted by Lucille Tesh Mckenzie (616)
Tesh, Mary Frances submitted by Bertha "Bobbie" Wolfe (617)
Tesh, Raymond Cecil submitted by Sue Tesh (618)
Tesh Sr., Roy Dewey submitted by Roy Dewey Tesh, Jr. (619)
Tharp, Jonathan and Eliza Ann (Saunders) submitted by Rita Maberry (620)
Thomas Family (Robert Lee Thomas) submitted by Sandra Scott (621)
Thomas, B. Gregory submitted by Luann A. Thomas (622)
Thomas, Charlie Oscar submitted by Patty Jones thomas (623)
Thomas, Robert Lee submitted by Patty Jones Thomas (624)
Thompson, Fred and Betty Smith submitted by Betty Lou Smith Thompson (625)
Thompson, John submitted by Richard D. Neal (626)
Tilley-Midkiff (Reginald Ervin Tilley, Jr.) submitted by Mildred M. Tilley (627)
Towe, Sidney and Iris McMillian and Arthur and Elsie McMillian Thomas submitted by William Eugene Harrold (628)
Transou, Tony Michael and Carolyn Ann Goins submitted by Carolyn Ann Goins Transou (629)
Truelove, Samuel submitted by Hershel G. Truelove (630)
Turner Sr., Roger submitted by J. O. Hawkins (631)
Turney Family (Bastanna Fopeanna) submitted by Sandra Covington Turney (632)
Turney, Paul and Lena submitted by Sandra Covington Turney (633)
Turney, Sam and Ada submitted by Sandra Covington Turney (634)
Turpin, Meads D. submitted by C. Braxton Turpin (635)
Tuttle, Ira and Bess Hamlin submitted by Sabrina Tuttle Martinez (636)

Utt, Claude Lee submitted by Jane Coake (637)

Venable, William and Margaret submitted by Mrs. John F. Keller, Jr. (638)
Vernon, John Rufus and Ada Ann Wright submitted by Evola Vernon Hawks (639)

Wall, Family (Early History) submitted by Mrs. Nancy Wall Warren (640)
Wall, Guthrie Bryan (G. Buck) submitted by Helen Wall (641)
Wall, Joseph Wilson and Eunice Ellen Danley submitted by Gertrude Callahan Wall (642)
Wall, Lihu M. submitted by Helen Wall (643)
Wall, William Henry Harrison "Dickie" and Lue Cinda Draughn submitted by Alice Wall Caudle (644)
Wall, William submitted by Helen Wall (645)
Wall, William Hastings submitted by Michael Grant Wall (646)
Wall, William McKinley submitted by Michael G. Wall (647)
Walters, William Granville and Mildred (Zachary) (Hicks) submitted by Barbara Bryant White (648)
Webster, Peter Daniel "P.D." submitted by Paul Webster Spain (649)
Welpborn Families (John Welpborn) submitted by Nancy W. Hiatt (650)
Welborn, Calvin Arthur and Hulda Kathleen Smith submitted by Kathleen Welborn (651)
Welborn, Garl Wesley and Bertha Mae Gray submitted by Nancy Welborn Hiatt (652)
Welborn, Hampton Elliot submitted by Camilla Welborn Cook (653)
Wells, Clayton Columbus submitted by Sandra Wells Lankford (654)
Wells, Newnam submitted by Jewell B. Blankenship (655)
Whitaker, Andrew Jackson submitted by Hester Jackson (656)
Whitaker, Burley Clay and Sadie Slawter submitted by Bessie W. Ashburn (657)
Whitaker, Isaac and Margaret M. Lovell submitted by Anne Whitaker McCracken (658)
White Family (Arthur Bishop) submitted by Linda Scott Brady (659)
White, Albert R. submitted by Mrs. Opalene McKeaver (660)
White, C. L. and Helen submitted by Pam and Joey White (661)
White, Drew Davis submitted by Ruby Dodson Lynn, Sally and Belle Dodson (662)
White, Genie Madison submitted by Imogene W. Badgett (663)
White-Kidd (Joseph William White) submitted by Ruby A. Norman (664)
White, Romulus Sanders submitted by Phillip M. White (665)
White, Timothy and Judy submitted by Mary Jones White (666)
Willard, James submitted by Sarah B. Khrief (667)
Willard, Luther Green and Bertha Caudle submitted by Blanche Willard Hiatt (668)
Willard, Rufus Gideon submitted by Vestal A. Hiatt (669)
Williams, C. Weldon and Bessie Pfaff submitted by Mary W. Taylor (670)
Williams, Clayton and Mary Rose Jarrell submitted by Tony Gray Williams (671)
Williams, Roger Judson and Sena McGee submitted by Arlene W. Hodge, Ralph M. Williams (672)
Williamson, Clev and Berta Tucker submitted by Mary Williamson, Nell W. Elliott (673)
Williamson, Parks submitted by Mrs. Garvey Southard (674)
Wilmoth, Claude Wesley submitted by Pattie Midkiff Wilmoth (675)
Wilmoth, Stella Snow and Thomas Byrd Wilmoth submitted by Reva Wilmoth McDevitt (676)
Wilmoth, Wade F. submitted by Dr. Richard D. Howe (677)
Windsor, James Rome and Laura Hanks submitted by Mary Windsor Marsh (678)
Wood, Landus Coveners "Vannie" and Nevry Stanley submitted by Claudine Poindexter Byrd (679)
Woodruff, Andrew Click and Bessie Coe submitted by Retha Woodruff Quesinberry (680)
Woodruff Jr., Moses submitted by Delwood S. Jackson (681)
Wright, Andrew Fuller and Sarah Emma Collins submitted by Evola Vernon Hawks (682)
Wright, Daniel submitted by Ella "Jim" Golden (683)
Wright, Josiah and Anna Margaretha Hauser submitted by Jack Scott Light (684)
Wright, Richard Edward submitted by Grady M. Nations (685)
Wright, William Edward (Ed) submitted by Joe F. Nations (686)
Wright, William Raymond "Willie" and Ada B. Hill submitted by Opal Wright Lawrence (687)

York, Adam (Poley) and Pollie Woodruff submitted by Hazel York Cochrane (688)
York, James and Nancy Whittaker submitted by Lorain M. Valentine (689)
York, James Martin submitted by Wilma McNeil Merritt (690)
York, Joel D. submitted by Mrs. Hazel Cochrane (691)
York, Joel McKinley (Ken) submitted by Jean York Binkley (692)
York, Lottie Mae submitted by Billy Lee Buff (693)
York, Mamie Elizabeth submitted by Jean York Binkley (694)
York, Mark and Clarey Durham submitted by Mrs. Inez Grubb (695)
York, Mark and Nancy Gadberry submitted by Mrs. Inez Grubb (696)
York, Nimrod and Mary Reece submitted by Lorain M. Valentine (697)
York, Thurma R. and Spencer L. McNeil submitted by Mrs. Wilma M. Merritt (698)
York, Tom submitted by James J. York (699)
Young, Bob and Flora Hawks submitted by Barbara Young Bowman (700)

Local History

The History of the Formation of Surry County
Surry County was the Parish of St. Jude
Moravian Wachovia, Its Influence on Surry County
Rockford Courthouse
Surry's First Settlers (The Sauras, The Cherokees)
Indian Graves (Grove) Settlement
John Burcham
Andrew Kincannon
Banner Family
Hauser Family
Samuel Riggs
William Terrell Lewis
John Hughes
John Thomas Longino
Charles Word
On to Oregon One Step at a Time and Homestead Days in Washington
(Thomas Hickman, John Gabriel Hickman)
Surry County Registers of Deeds
Surry County Clerks of Court
Members of the General Assembly From Surry County

Patron Honor Pages

Walter Marshall submitted by Gaynell Marshall
Gaynell Marshall with Celebrities and in Mexico submitted by Gaynell Marshall
Gaynell Marshall Farms submitted by Gaynell Marshall
Kathi Welch submitted by Gaynell Marshall
Gaynell's Little Angels submitted by Gaynell Marshall
In Honor of Donna Fargo submitted by Gaynell Marshall
Jacob Beamer
The Jesse Stanley Family
Richard Johnson Stanley Family
Dwight and Mildred Matthews
Margaret Beamer Kearns
Mountain Park School
Mountain park School and C. W. Williams
Anna Pell Broadwell and T. K. Broadwell Family
Luther and Laura Cockerham
The Cook Family
The Patton Family
Tyre and Phoebe Johnson
W. E. and Carrie Merritt Family
In Memory of Arthur and Zona Jarrell
In Memory of Vestal Hiatt
The Donald Willard Hiatt Family
Agee and Wilma Hiatt Family
Charity "Chattie" Matilda Griffith Perkins Bowman
Gardner (Daniel A. and Nancy Spence Gardner)
James Dillard and Mary Louise Folger Hamlin
The Rogers Family, Rogers Realty and Auction Company, Inc.
Dobson and Scales
C. L. White - W4 Farms submitted by C. L. White Family
In Honor of Alma Lewis Atkins
In Honor of W. Maynard Beamer
In Memory of Mary Frances Roberts Mabe submitted by Mary Frances Love Frye
The McCraws submitted by Charles McCraw
Wall Greenhouse and Nursery submitted by Eloise E. Wall
In Memory of Harlow submitted by Eloise E. Wall
Cross Roads Baptist Church submitted by Eloise E. Wall
Teresa D. Yeatts, Surry Temporary Services, Inc.
Surry County Historical Society submitted by Surry County Historical Society
A History of The Mount Airy News submitted by Barbara Case Summerlin
The S. E. Boyles Family
The Alf and Paulina Ring Cooke Family Reunion at Woodville Baptist Church - 1990
submitted by Kathy Cooke George
Children of Andrew Jerome "Romey" Snow
Dayspring Baptist Chapel - A Modern Day Miracle
Friends Union Friends Church submitted by Gary Lee Brown
Mount Carmel Baptist Church Celebrating 100 Years submitted by Ila Chilton